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Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de 
Lausanne, Switzerland
7’000 students, 3’000 staff
Our institutional repository 
=
Database with all the publications 
written by the members of EPFL
Publications are inserted by 
the researchers
NOT by the library
>60’000 documents
>15’000 fulltexts
Powered by CDS Invenio
open-source
developed by CERN
No Mandatory deposit at EPFL
More Content !
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Live Demo
• http://infoscience.epfl.ch
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Benefits for Researchers
Benefits for the Library
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Database API type Format of 
metadata
Access Documen
tation
Examples
ISI Web of 
Science
REST and 
SOAP
WOS XML Available for 
subscribers (IP 
authentication)
WSDL
Official
doc
sample
XML
Scopus Javascript Scopus CSV Key available to 
subscribers
Official 
doc
Engineering 
Village
HTTP EV XML Available for 
subscribers (IP 
authentication)
Our doc sample
XML
Arxiv HTTP Atom Free of use Official 
doc
sample
XML
CrossRef HTTP Crossref
XML
Key available for 
non-commercial
use
Official 
doc
sample
XML
Pubmed SOAP Pubmed
XML
Free of use Official 
doc
sample
XML
Credits
Most of the work presented here was done by 
my colleague Gregory Favre
http://people.epfl.ch/gregory.favre
Thanks for your 
attention !
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Screenshots from
the live demo




